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Germany

- in the center of Europe

- in the center of the forest crisis
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Import and Export of sawn softwood
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The DeSH …
▪ Members: 370 companies with 13.500 

employees, representing 80% of the 
German total sawmill production

▪ 85% of the members produce softwood.

▪ Further processing (share of DeSH
members of total German production):

▪ Pellets 33%

▪ KVH 57%

▪ BSH (glulam) 21%

▪ Electricity 84% (solid biomass)
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Source: Wald und Holz NRW

Challenges for the sector



Storms from autumn 2017 / bark
beetle from 2018.

Estimates: 60-70 million m3 / 40-50 
million m3

Bark beetle disturbances are
projected to increase all across
temperate Europe in the future. 

The strongest relative short-term 
increase is expected in the Sub-
Atlantic region of Europe, i.e. 
Germany, France, Denmark, the
Netherlands, Belgium and
Luxembourg.

Overview of storms & bark beetle in Europe



Germany:
 The Ministry of the Environment now estimates that 180.000 

hectares of forest are affected, 70.000 hectares more than in 
April. The last two years have generated 105 million m3 of
damaged wood.

Switzerland:
 The bark beetle calamity in 2019 is at least as high as in 2018.

Czech Republic:
 Approximately 500.000 hectares of forest in the Czech Republic

are potentially threatened by bark beetle infestation, according
to the Ministry of Agriculture.

 The Czech State Forests estimate that the storm Mortimer 
caused 300.000 m3 of storm wood in the state forest.

France:
 French National Forests Office has announced the in the year

2018 - 2019, two million m3 of spruce were harvested in public
forests, twice as much as a normal harvest, of which 60% of the
trees are estimated to be infected with bark beetles.

Bark beetle
problem continues



Forest calamities – impact on wood market



Conifer 
sawlog price
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Priceindex
wood chips



Situation in 
South Sweden





Forests at the center of attention



Sector as victim of 
climate change

Draught vs. extreme rain
Storms
Increasing temperature drives 
reproduction of bark beetles
New pests as a danger
Replanting urgently needed!
Selection of climate proof species?

Sector as chance against 
climate change

Use more wood to store more CO2 in 
building, packaging, energy 
generation, bioeconomy.
Plant more forests to improve the 
hydrological balance.
Forests can reduce wind forces.
LULUCF
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